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OCPS Distance Learning Packet 

Grade 3 ELA 

Week of Monday, May 18th and 25th 

Day Standard Instructions 

Monday ● Research Writing

● Draw on information from multiple print or

digital sources

● Read and review the skills slides

● Break down the writing prompt

● Determine a purpose for reading and writing

Tuesday ● Research Writing

● Draw on information from multiple print or

digital sources

● Determine the meaning of general

academic and domain-specific words and

phrases in a text

● Read and review the skills slides

● Read and annotate Kids Dig In

● Answer the questions

Wednesday ● Research Writing

● Draw on information from multiple print or

digital sources

● Use text features and search tools to

locate information

● Read and review skills slides

● Reread Kids Dig In

● Answer the questions

Thursday ● Research Writing

● Determine the meaning of general

academic and domain-specific words and

phrases in a text

● Use text features and search tools to

locate information

● Read and review skills slides

● Read and annotate Students Learn to Grow

Vegetables and Fruits in School Garden

● Answer the questions

Friday ● Research Writing

● Group related information together

● Develop the topic with facts, definitions,

and details

● Develop and strengthen writing by

planning

● Collect information from the texts.

● Create Controlling and Main Ideas

● Plan your news report using a graphic

organizer

Tuesday ● Research Writing

● Develop and strengthen writing by revising

and editing

● Write your news report

● Review and edit your writing

Wednesday ● Research Writing

● Develop and strengthen writing by revising

and editing

● Complete revisions of your writing

● Present your news report

Daily: Read a book of your choice for 30 minutes. 
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**If your student needs assistance with any of the content presented in these lessons, 
please contact their teacher. All Orange County Public School teachers are committed 
to supporting our students throughout this distance learning experience. Thank you 
for all that you do to maintain a strong School/Home connection!

Monday 

Review: We will be completing a mini-research project where you will research a topic, collect and 
organize information from two texts, and write a news report to present to others. You can preview 
the news report on the last page of this packet. The topic and your purpose for reading and writing 
will be based on the prompt below.  

Directions: Read and unpack the prompt by identifying the skills (what you need to do) and the 
knowledge (what you need to know) you need to complete this task. Then you will determine a 
purpose for reading and writing.  

Unpack the Prompt 
Circle action words. Underline words/phrases that show what knowledge you will need to write the 
essay. 

Skills (Verbs) 
What do I need to be able to DO? 

Knowledge 
What do I need to KNOW? 
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Determine the Purpose 
What is the purpose for reading and writing? 

Tuesday 

Directions:  We will read our first reliable source to gain information on the topic of gardening. As you 
read, annotate based on your purpose for reading and also pay close attention to words and phrases 
relevant to this topic. After reading, review the skills slide below and answer the question.  
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Review: When we determine the meaning of these words, there are several strategies that we can use. The 
first strategy is to use context clues, which I know we have done a lot with this year. Remember context clues 
are clues in the sentences in a text that will give hints about the meaning of a word or phrase.  Another 
strategy is to use affixes and root words to help us break down and determine the meaning of a word.  By 
identifying word parts such as re-, pre-, dis-, -ful, and -ment I can determine the meaning.  

Directions: Write a short response to the following questions.  
Based on the text Kids Dig In , what are the crops the students are planting and growing? 

According to the text, what does the author mean when he writes that “They harvested the crops in 
January” ? 
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©

        Kids Dig In
Time to Garden
More students are growing their own food.

Courtesy of Madison Elementary Courtesy of Madison Elementary
Students enjoy a tasty salad.

The vegetables were washed and served at a salad bar. Extra food was sold in the school cafeteria for lunch. This 
month, students will plant tomatoes, corn, sunflowers, and strawberries. 

Students Grow to Love Vegetables
Why are students learning how to grow gardens? Teachers want kids to learn healthy eating habits. Healthy foods 
give the body the energy it needs to grow and heal. Many kids are now trying new foods and learning they like 
them. Lisa Samuelson is the parent volunteer in charge of the program. She says a lot of students have told her, “I 
like salad. I didn’t think I liked salad!” Then those students have gone home and asked their parents to buy veg-
etables that they have tried at school. Samuelson’s daughter, Lucy, is one of those students. She is in second grade. 
“I love the garden,” she says. “I didn’t really like vegetables before we had the garden. Then we found out that 
gardening is cool. Now I like vegetables. My favorite is carrots.”

© 2012 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved. 

   Courtesy of Madison Elementary       Courtesy of Madison Elementary

Students at Madison Elementary gather around their garden. Kids plant crops and later harvest them.

Fruit and vegetable gardens are popping up at schools across the country. How did they get there? Students planted 
them.

Kids at Madison Elementary School in Redondo Beach, California, plant gardens in the fall and the spring. 
In October, they planted lettuce, radishes, carrots, broccoli, peas, and cauliflower. They harvested the crops in 
January. To harvest is to gather a crop
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Wednesday

Review: Today we are looking at standard RI.2.5. In this standard, we are using text features and search 
tools in order to locate information that is relevant to a given topic. But as we use those text features, we 
should be doing it efficiently. Efficiently means that we will be able to use the text features to help us find the 
information quickly without wasting a lot of time looking for the information. That is part of what text features 
do, they help to organize the author’s thoughts in a text which will also help the reader understand the text 
better and be able to come back to information quickly and easily because of the use of text features. 

Directions: Reread Kids Dig In and answer the following questions.  
Under which heading can you find information on how students have changed since beginning their 
gardens?  

How do the labels and captions under each photograph help the reader understand the text? 
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Thursday 

Directions: Today you will read and annotate your second reliable source, Students Learn to Grow 
Vegetables and Fruits in School Garden, for more information on the topic of gardening. Remember 
to review your purpose for reading and writing based on the prompt before you begin reading the text. 
Then answer the following questions.  

Use the following sentences from the text to determine what the author means by the phrase strange 
place.  

Her school is in a strange place for such a big garden. It is in the middle of the city. It is near 
auto shops and fast food places. 

Under which heading can you find information on the health benefits of gardens? 

What information can the reader gain from the photograph and caption? 
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This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Students learn how to grow fruits, vegetables
in school garden

U.S. Surgeon General Vivek Murthy (right) and students of John C. Fremont High School hold a beet grown in the school's Gardening
Apprenticeship Program plot on the campus, which is located south of downtown Los Angeles. AP/Nick Ut

LOS ANGELES, Calif. — Not long ago, Elizabeth Castro had never tasted beets. Now she eats

them. She even grows them.

Elizabeth is 15 years old. She goes to a gardening club at school.  She grows fruits and vegetables

there. Her school is in a strange place for a such a big garden. It is in the middle of the city. It is

near auto shops and fast food places. She brings home some of the things she grows for her family

to try.

The garden was started four years ago. Soon the school will build a greenhouse. Then the students

can grow food when it is cold out.

Gardens Help People Be Healthy

Gardening programs help people be healthy. Growing food that is good for them makes them want

to eat it.

By Associated Press, adapted by Newsela staff on 12.03.15
Word Count 280
Level 530L
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This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

The program helps children eat more fruits and vegetables. This helps them to not get fat.

The program is after school. It is 12 weeks long. Students grow all kinds of food. They cook using

what they grow.

Students Eat Better, Do Better In School

Many of the school's students are overweight. The garden will help them in many ways.

The people who run the program said students in it eat better. They also do better in school.

Trying New Things

Azucena Lozoya is 16 years old. She is in the program. Azucena signed up because she had never

tried anything like it.  Azucena said she has enjoyed tasting vegetables like kale. Her mother never

made things like that.

Many schools have outside spots that are not used. It would help kids eat better and do better if

schools made those places into gardens.
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Friday 

Today we will use our annotations to collect and organize text evidence, create a controlling idea, and 
create main idea statements to guide the creation of our news report.  

Review the writing prompt below. 

Step #1:  Collect and organize related information from the texts. 

● Your evidence should provide details related to the writing prompt (growing your own
food).

● As you select your evidence, start to think about the similarities in the evidence. Think,
How does this evidence lead you to a main idea? Will the evidence support the main idea you
are considering?

○ Consider what the author wanted you, the reader, to understand about growing your
own garden for food.

Sort your evidence into the evidence table below. Be sure to list evidence that shows the benefits 
to growing your own garden for food.  

Kids Dig In Students Learn How to Grow Vegetables 

and Fruits in School Garden  
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Step #2: Write your controlling idea. 

● Controlling Idea =  Topic + Point
● Remember a controlling idea provides the overall focus. It will be your news report

headline.
○ Think: How can you draw the reader's attention to the benefits of growing their own

garden for food?

Write your controlling idea below. 

Step #3: Write your main idea statement(s). 

● Main Idea =  Topic + Point
● Remember, a main idea statement provides an answer or reason for the prompt and the

controlling idea.
○ We already determined that we need to explain the benefits to growing your own garden

for food. Therefore, both of your main idea statements might present one of these
benefits.

○ As you create your main idea statements, think: What similarities can you find in our
text evidence across both sources?

■ Consider looking at your evidence table and circling evidence that discuss one
similar benefit and putting a box around evidence that discusses a second
benefit.

Try to create at least two main ideas based on your evidence. Remember these should be 
consistent with your controlling idea statement, but a little more specific. Then, fill in the planning 
page with your controlling idea, main ideas, and sorted evidence.  
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Use the space below to begin planning your news report with a graphic organizer of your choice. Be sure to 
organize your evidence based on the main idea statements and start to think about how you can elaborate on 
your evidence. 

Controlling Idea: 

Main Idea 1: 

Evidence: 

Main Idea 2: 

Evidence: 

12



Tuesday 
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The special report begins your news report. Write your first main idea statement there. Then, begin your evidence and 
elaboration.  

 Special report:__________________________________________ 

Write your second main idea statement below. Then, begin your evidence and elaboration. 

More about Growing your own garden: 
___________________________________________________________ 
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Wednesday  
 

 
Directions: Complete a self-check to edit and revise your news report. Then prepare your 
presentation!  
 

 
 

Congratulations!! Thank you for all of your hard work!  
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Add 691 to the number 
represented by the base ten 
blocks below. __________

Add 328 to the number 
represented by the base ten 
blocks below. __________

CRM Alignment 
Unit 2.2 Review

Add 507 to the number 
represented by the base ten 
blocks below. 
__________

Add 278 to the number 
represented by the base ten 
blocks below. 
__________

Solve:
645               324               109               428

+ 213 + 575            + 680 + 351

1

Add Up to 1,000 Using 
Various Strategies



Subtract 286 from the number represented 
by the base ten blocks below. __________

CRM Alignment 
Unit 2.2 Review

Solve:
786               549               354               638

- 362           - 207            - 212 - 526

2

Subtract Up to 1,000 
Using Various Strategies

Subtract 283 from the 
number represented by the 
base ten blocks below. 

Subtract 77 from the 
number represented by the 
base ten blocks below. 



Solve. 

7 x 4 =               6 x 9 =                8 x 6 =                8 x 8 = 

CRM Alignment 
Unit 2.2 Review

3

Multiply Up to 100 Using 
Various Strategies

Solve. Then, write the 
strategy you used to 
determine the answer.

7 x 8 =

Possible Strategies:
� Knew from memory
� Drew a model
� Used a related fact to help

Solve. Then, write the 
strategy you used to 
determine the answer.

9 x 9 =

Possible Strategies:
� Knew from memory
� Drew a model
� Used a related fact to help

Solve. Then, write the 
strategy you used to 
determine the answer.

8 x 9 =

Possible Strategies:
� Knew from memory
� Drew a model
� Used a related fact to help

Solve. Then, write the 
strategy you used to 
determine the answer.

6 x 6 =

Possible Strategies:
� Knew from memory
� Drew a model
� Used a related fact to help



Solve. 

70 ÷ 7 =         36 ÷ 4 =             27 ÷ 9 =            35 ÷ 7 = 

CRM Alignment 
Unit 2.2 Review

4

Divide Up to 100 Using 
Various Strategies

Solve. Then, write the 
strategy you used to 
determine the answer.

63 ÷ 7 =

Possible Strategies:
� Knew from memory
� Drew a model
� Used a related fact to help

Solve. Then, write the 
strategy you used to 
determine the answer.

54 ÷ 6 = 

Possible Strategies:
� Knew from memory
� Drew a model
� Used a related fact to help

Solve. Then, write the 
strategy you used to 
determine the answer.

64 ÷ 8 =

Possible Strategies:
� Knew from memory
� Drew a model
� Used a related fact to help

Solve. Then, write the 
strategy you used to 
determine the answer.

72 ÷ 9 =

Possible Strategies:
� Knew from memory
� Drew a model
� Used a related fact to help



Solving Two-Step Word Problems
CRM Alignment 
Unit 2.2 Review

Luna bakes 75 cookies. Her family eats 20 of them and her 
friends eat 10 of them.  

Which question makes the most sense for this situation?

How many cookies did Luna bake in all?
How many cookies does Luna have left?
How many more cookies does Luna need to bake?
How many people are in Luna’s family?

Anthony has 4 folders in his backpack. He has 8 stickers for each 
folder. He throws away 13 stickers. How many stickers does he 
have left?  

How can Anthony solve this problem?

Add 4 and 8, then subtract 13
Multiply 4 and 8, then subtract 13
Subtract 4 from 8, then add 13
Multiply 4 and 8, then add 13 

On Monday, 305 students signed up for Saturday tutoring. 
Another 97 signed up by the end of the week. 49 students didn’t 
show up. About how many students came to tutoring?

Which answer is most reasonable?  

About 50 students
About 100 students
About 300 students
About 350 students 5



Tristen is building 3 trophies using Legos. He needs 324 total 
Legos. Tristen uses 220 Legos for the largest trophy and 135 
Legos for the smallest trophy. How many Legos will he use to 
build the final trophy?

Part A: Create an equation to represent the problem using L as 
the unknown.  

Part B: Select the correct answer.  

817 pieces
165 pieces
155 pieces

CRM Alignment 
Unit 2.2 Review

Mr. Winter has 32 students in his class.  He puts 6 students into 
each group.  If Mr. Winter gives each group 5 pieces of chart 
paper, how many sheets will he need for the whole class?

Part A.  Which equation can be used to find the answer?

32 – 6 x 5 = S
32 ÷ 5 x 6 = S
32 ÷ 6 x 5 = S
32 x 6 ÷ 5 = S

Part B.  Complete the statement. 

Mr. Winter needs ______ sheets of chart paper.  

6

Solving Two-Step Word Problems



A grocery store gets a 
shipment of 277 
canned beans.  They 
sell 183 of them and 
get another shipment 
of 81 cans.  How 
many cans of beans 
does the grocery 
store have now?

A store has 277 cans 
of beans on the 
shelf.  On Monday, 
they get a shipment 
of 183 cans.  On 
Tuesday, they get 
another shipment of 
81 cans.  How many 
total cans of beans 
does the store have?

A grocery has 277 
cans of beans on 
the shelf.  On 
Monday, they sell 
183 of them and get 
another shipment 
of 81 cans.  How 
many cans of beans 
does the grocery 
store have now?  

Two-Step Word Problem Tasks
CRM Alignment 
Unit 2.2 Review

Max’s softball team cooks 8 packages of hot dogs.  There are 6 hot 
dogs in each package.  How many more do they need to cook so 
they have 150 hot dogs in all?

Complete the equation to represent this situation, where H 
represents the unknown.  Then, complete the statement.  

8            6             H =

They need to cook _____ more hot dogs.

7

200 + 70 + 7
+ 100 + 80 + 3

300 + 150 + 10 = 460

400 + 60
+ 80 + 1

400 + 140 + 1 = 541

Circle the word problem that can be solved using the work above. 



CRM Alignment 
Unit 2.2 Review

Tony writes the equation:

8 x 5 + 66 = L

Carla collects trading cards.  Her album can hold 110 cards.  
Carla fills her album with 35 trading cards.  At the mall, she 
buys 45 more.  How many more cards does she need to fill her 
album?

Carla sets up the equation below to find her answer. What is 
Carla’s error?  Explain your thinking using numbers and words.   

110 + 35 + 45 = T

8

The bowling alley
has 8 lanes.  There 
are 5 people in each 
lane.  Another 66 
people are playing 
video games 
nearby.  How many 
people are at the 
bowling alley?

There are 66 people 
at the bowling alley.  
There are 8 bowling 
lanes with 5 people 
in each lane.  How 
many people are not 
in a bowling lane?

The bowling alley 
has 8 lanes.  Only 5 
people are bowling 
at one lane.  
Another 66 people 
are playing video 
games.  How many 
people are at the 
bowling alley?   

Circle the word problem that Tony could be solving. 

Two-Step Word Problem Tasks



Ms. DePaz brings 2 groups of students to the play.  There are 6 
students in each group.  Another 89 students from a school sit 
next to them.  How many students are at the play?

Part A.  Solve.  Show your thinking in any way.  

Part B.  Ms. Maloney says there are about 100 students at the 
play.  How might she reason this?

CRM Alignment 
Unit 2.2 Review

9

Aiden buys six packs of baseball cards. Each pack contains nine 
baseball cards. He already has 242 baseball cards at home. Is it 
reasonable (does it make sense) to say that Aiden has around 300 
baseball cards now? Why or why not?

Two-Step Word Problems: 
Reasonable Results



Michael’s dad traveled 268 miles and then stopped for lunch. He 
traveled 274 more miles and then stopped for gas. Finally, he 
traveled another 132 miles before reaching his destination. Is it 
reasonable (does it make sense) to say Michael traveled about 400 
miles? Why or why not?

A television costs $868. Mr. Reyes has $672 saved up. Is it 
reasonable (does it make sense) to say that Mr. Reyes needs about 
$200 to pay for the television? Why or why not?

CRM Alignment 
Unit 2.2 Review

10

A bride invites 268 people to her wedding. Before the wedding, 
182 people reply that they will be able to make it. Is it reasonable 
(does it make sense) to say that about 200 people did not reply? 
Why or why not?

Mrs. Rickett is counting her supply of pencils. She has 34 pencils 
in her sharpened bucket. She also has five boxes of eleven pencils 
each in her storage cabinet. Is it reasonable (does it make sense) 
to say that Mrs. Rickett has about 50 pencils in all? Why or why 
not?

Two-Step Word Problems:
Reasonable Results 
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Engineering Design The Problem:

Observe the vehicle below.

When engineers solve problems, 
they start by asking questions!
Think about the questions below.

Monday Day 1 

Hook:

Meet Susie STEM! Susie is a little mouse who loves engineering. 
She likes to design and build things to solve problems in our world. 
Today Susie is trying to conserve energy by building a vehicle to use 
a renewable energy source. Susie lives on a street called Windy Way. 
The street is close to the ocean and is affected by sea breezes and 
land breezes. Susie loves to travel to see her friend Marvin Mole who 
lives at the other end of Windy Way. The sea breeze, blowing down 
the road, travels toward Marvin’s house during the day. At night, the 
land breeze blows back toward Susie’s house. Susie wants to create a 
vehicle that can take advantage of the mechanical energy in the wind 
that is available on Windy Way to get to and from Marvin’s house. The 
mechanical energy of the wind provides the energy necessary to move 
her vehicle forward. She would like to create a vehicle that moves 
the fastest using only the force provided by the wind. Let’s work as 
engineers to help Susie solve this problem!

Engineering Design Ask:

What do you notice?

What do you wonder?

What does the word “engineer” make you think?

What is the problem I am trying to solve? 

How can air be used to move things? 

What things help a car move faster?

What materials or features could I use to help my vehicle harness the moving air?

1



Engineering Design Ask: 

Exit Slip:   What question do you think is most important to find an answer to in order to develop the best solution?

What other questions do you have? Make a list of questions and try to find answers. Asking questions is how engineers 
get to know the problem they are trying to solve. You don’t need to build your solution today. Just ask a lot of questions to 
get to know the problem you are solving!

Use a car, truck, or other moving vehicle that you already have and 
adapt it to use wind to move it. 

Create a car out of building blocks like Legos and adapt it to use 
wind to move it.

Design and build a car from building materials you find around your 
house and design it to use wind energy to move it.

What level of challenge are you ready to complete?

Advanced Level

Intermediate Level

Beginner Level

2



Engineering Design Explain:

Tuesday Day 2

Engineers are people who imagine, build, and test solutions to problems in our world. Engineering is similar to the Scientific 
Method because it doesn’t always follow a prescribed set of steps in a particular order. Some of the things that engineers do 
when solving a problem are listed below. We are going to follow these steps as we design a solution for Susie STEM to use 
the wind created by sea breezes and land breezes on Windy Way to move a vehicle.

Engineering Design Process

Hook:

ASK: Engineers ask questions. What is the problem I am trying to solve? What materials am I able to use? How much time 
do I  have to complete this project? You asked a lot of questions yesterday. Hopefully this process helped you better under-
stand the problem you are solving.

PLAN: Engineers plan. When you are planning, you should begin by brainstorming possible solutions. You should imagine 
many, varied, and unusual solutions. This is your time to use your imagination for outside of the box solutions that could 
lead to a really cool result. During the planning stage, engineers may also draw a diagram of their plan. These drawings 
include labels that show sizes and materials that will be used. 

BUILD: Engineers build prototypes. This is when you actually construct your design so that you can see how it will work.

TEST:  Engineers test so that they can see if their design works to solve the problem. They ask: What is working well? What 
is not working or could work better?

IMPROVE: Finally, engineers imagine ways that the device could be improved. Any of the areas that were not working well 
during the test should be improved to make the device work even better. 

What do you notice?

What do you wonder?

Check for Understanding
Why do engineers ask questions? 

What do engineers do when they plan? 

Why is the improve stage included when engineering?
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Force and Motion Explain:
Your vehicle will need to be able to harness the pushing force of the wind to move it forward. To do this, a few parts of your 
vehicle will be important. 

   

First, you will need an effective wind capturing device. This could be anything from a sail to a wind sock. The wind captur-
ing device will need to harness the pushing force of the wind to cause your car to move forward. When considering pos-
sible materials and designs, try blowing into the sail or sock. Hold it still when you do this. Does a lot of air blow back into 
your face or only a little? You will want the device to push a lot of air back at your face.

In addition to being able to harness the wind well, your car will need to be able to roll easily. The wheels on your car will 
need to work to reduce friction. The more smoothly the car rolls, the more the pushing force of the wind will be applied to 
forward motion of the car rather than working to overcome friction. 

Finally, you should also consider things like the mass of your vehicle and how easily it moves through the air. The easier 
your car starts moving and stays moving the better. 

Exit Slip:   How can you make the most of wind energy to move your car?

Check for Understanding
What will provide the force for your car to move? 

Sometimes force is applied to an object but it doesn’t move. What could cause this to happen to your car? 

What parts of your vehicle will be important in solving the problem?

How can you check to see if the material or design you are planning for wind capturing is working well?
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Engineering Design Ask:

Wednesday Day 3

Different materials have unique properties that make them useful in engineering. For example, if I wanted to build a device to 
keep a popsicle frozen longer, then I would be looking for materials that were good at keeping thermal energy from flowing 
to the popsicle. I would be looking for insulators! Two excellent examples of insulators are styrofoam and rubber. 

Let’s go on a supply hunt for your wind car. Think of materials that would be useful to build your car. You can use anything 
that you find around your house (with an adult’s permission) to build your wind car. List all items you are using and answer 
questions to complete the table.

What do you notice about the items? 

How are they alike?

How are they different?

How could each be used to build your wind car?

Hook:

What is it?

What are its physical 
properties? 

(texture, size, shape, 
etc)

What can it do? 
Use verbs (action words): like 
bounce, stretch, and support 

to describe the item.

What can it work with? 
Combine two or more of the 

items listed to make 
something new.

Example:                                          

Hair Tie                                                
                                                                                                                                           

Round, 1 inch diameter, 
smooth, stretchy

Stretch, attach, tie, replace a 
rubber band

It can work with a popsicle stick 
and a piece of cloth to make a sail
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Engineering Design Plan:

Thursday Day 4

You have asked questions and identified possible supplies. Today, you will make a plan for your wind car. During the first part 
of the planning stage, engineers imagine many, varied, and unusual solutions to the problem they are trying to solve. Use 
the space below to brainstorm (in words, pictures, or both) ideas for your wind car. The brainstorming should include many 
different possible designs. Remember to think about features you can include on your car to capture the force provided by 
the wind to make the car move as fast as possible.

What do you notice about this design?

What other unusual ideas come to mind? 

Hook:
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Engineering Design Plan 
Once engineers have imagined many different ideas, they pick the one that they think will best solve the problem. Now it 
is time for you to pick your best wind car design idea. Remember that you car must travel the fastest to and from Marvin’s 
house. Your car must harness the force of the wind from the sea and land breezes on Windy Way. Now it’s time to draw and 
label your design. Draw a diagram of your wind car that you will build below. Be sure to label the materials that you will use to 
build each part of your wind car.

Exit Slip:   Describe how the planning process went for you. Was it hard to pick your favorite idea to diagram?
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Engineering Design Build:

Look at the picture..  

Friday Day 5

Hook:

What do you wonder? 

Today you will put together your wind car design. 

Gather the supplies that you specified on your diagram. Use the supplies to build a model of your design. 

At times this may get difficult and the wind car may not go together exactly as you had planned. Keep working until you get a 
model of your wind car built. 

Thomas Edison once said, “I have not failed. I have found 10,000 ways that won’t work!” If your first attempt at building 
doesn’t work, just keep trying! You can do it!

What do you notice?

Exit Slip: Describe how the building process went for you. Did you enjoy building your wind car design?
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Monday Day 6

Hook:

Engineering Design Test/Redesign
Now it is time to test your wind car design. Remember that your wind car needs to be able to harness the force provided by 
the wind to travel the fastest to Marvin’s house. Mark a start line and finish line for your wind car trials. Make sure to keep the 
distance between the start and finish line the same for each trial. You will blow on the car to represent the wind pushing it 
forward. For each trial, start the timer and begin blowing on the car to move it forward as fast as you can. Record the time it 
took to get to the finish line. Repeat this process for Trials 2 and 3.

If you were redesigning this paper helicopter to stay in 
the air longer, what changes would you make?

What part(s) of your design worked well? 

What part(s) of your design could be improved?

List your ideas for improvements below.

Name of Design Time Traveled Trial 1 Time Traveled Trial 2 Time Traveled Trial 3
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Engineering Design The Solution:

Tuesday Day 7

Reflection:

What personality traits (determination, perseverence, etc) helped you design and build your wind car?

Describe a challenge that you were able to overcome when you were designing and building your wind car.

Present your solution to others in any way that you choose. Some options could include, but are not limited to:

  * a poster
          * a PowerPoint/Google Slide/or other slide presentation
          * a video
          * a play describing your engineering process and solution
         * a commercial about your wind car
          * an infographic
          * a cartoon or comic book to show your steps
          * a flow chart of your steps and results

A description of the problem

A list of materials you used to create your wind car

A description and visual (photo, drawing, video) of the solution

A description of how well your wind car solves the problem

A description of how your wind car could be improved to even better solve the problem

Your Presention Should Include:
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OCPS Distance Learning Packet   
Grade 3 Social Studies 

Standard 
SS.3.G.4.4: Identify contributions from various ethnic groups to the United States.  

 

Task  Instructions  

Preview Text   ● Preview vocabulary (Contribution). 
● Preview the text, Cesar Chavez: American Hero. 

Read the Text   ● Read the text, Cesar Chavez: American Hero. 
● Annotate (mark the text) as you read to make meaning of the text. 

Photo 
Analysis 

● Observe the photographs in the text.  
● List on your paper, what do you see? (Evidence) 
● List on your paper any questions you may still have. (Questions) 

Write  ● How did Cesar Chavez make great contributions to our American way of life?  

 
**If your student needs assistance with any of the content presented in these lessons, please contact their 
teacher. All Orange County Public School teachers are committed to supporting our students throughout this 
distance learning experience. Thank you for all that you do to maintain a strong School/Home connections. 

 
Standard 

SS.3.G.4.4: Identify contributions from various ethnic groups to the United States.  
 

Vocabulary 
Contribution   To give for a common purpose.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 



 

 
 
 

Cesar Chavez: American Hero. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

2 



 

 
 

Observe the photographs. 
 

➢ What do you see? 
 
➢ What questions do you still have? 

 
 

Write: How did Cesar Chavez make great contributions to our American way of life?  
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ame:

California rescuers free 
entangled whale
GILLIAN FLACCUS, The Associated Press 
November 1, 2015 
Lexile®: 730L, 231 words

LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP) — Rescuers freed a humpback whale that was 

specialist for the administration explained that warmer waters could be bringing 

Name: 

Text Copyright © 2016 Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
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Name: 

California rescuers free entangled whale
Comprehension Questions 

1. Choose the main idea of this article.
a. Humpback whales can be found south of Los Angeles.
b. Rescuers helped a humpback whale.
c. Whales will eat things they should not eat.
d. A whale can become nervous easily.

2. Which detail from the article best supports the main idea?
a. Rescuers worked on the whale to remove rope.
b. Some rope was left in the freed whale’s mouth.
c. The whale dove deep underwater when it became nervous.
d. The adult humpback whale was seen about 45 miles south of Los Angeles.

3. 
a. becoming nervous
b. swimming close to shore
c. moving 60 miles south
d. diving deep underwater

4. Which would be the best detail to add to this article?
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. an idea that could keep whales from getting tangled in the future

Copyright © Imagine Learning, Inc. Reading Lessons: Leveled Books

California rescuers free entangled whale
Comprehension Questions 
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ame:

Trained elephants are 
helping control forest fires
The Associated Press 
November 11, 2015 
Lexile®: 710L, 178 words

SIAK, Indonesia (AP) — Twenty-three trained elephants are being used in 

Riau province in East Sumatra has been covered in smoke for nearly three 

Name: 

Text and Photo Copyright © 2016 Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
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Name: 

Trained elephants are helping control forest 
fires
Comprehension Questions 

1. Choose the main idea of this article
a. 
b. Elephants are easily trained.
c. Indonesia needs more rain.
d. Elephants are helping to control fires in Indonesia.

2. Which detail from the article best supports the main idea?
a. One area has been covered in smoke for nearly three months.
b. Indonesia didn’t have as much rain this year as it needed.
c. The elephants’ job is to make sure fires don’t start again.
d. Many thousands of acres of land have been burned in the province.

3. After reading the article, what can you infer about elephants?
a. 
b. They are smart.
c. They are slow-moving animals.
d. They are not normally found in Indonesia.

4. Which sentence correctly describes a problem and solution from the article?
a. Fires are stopped by trained elephants.
b. Smoke is cleared with peat.
c. Burned land is cleared by rain.
d. Wild elephants are calmed by clearing the land.

Copyright © Imagine Learning, Inc. Reading Lessons: Leveled Books

Trained elephants are helping control forest fires
Comprehension Questions 


